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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
Quick, Precise Temperature Measurements In Cities Service Oil Co. Laboratory

Cities Service uses an L&N Double-Range Portable Potentiometer for routine temperature measurements in the development of oil and gas products. This instrument provides an unusual combination of precision and convenience: precision second only to large, laboratory potentiometers using external galvanometers; convenience only slightly less than our small portable instruments.

Precision is high because the bulk of the resistance is fixed in accurate coils, and only enough for convenient balancing is carried on the slidewire. Both types of resistors are made to high standards, but the inherent limit of error of the coils is lower than of the slidewire. Overall limit of error varies from ±0.1 to ±0.5 millivolt, depending on range.

Convenience is ample because the instrument is completely self-contained, with its own galvanometer and dry cells.

Catalog E-33A-503, available on request, offers further information.

QUICK-READING TEMPERATURE—CONVERSION TABLES

For speed, when you’re converting degrees F to C, and vice versa, you can now use a simple, compact "Sauveur-type" table all the way from absolute zero to 3350 C (or 6062 F), in increments of one degree.

For quantities, there’s a slight charge: ten copies for 75¢; 50 for $3.25; 100 for $6.00. To minimize bookkeeping, we must ask that orders be accompanied by check for the exact amount, addressed to our Advertising Dept. . . . but please note that a single copy will be sent free on request. Better get one! Note Book EN-33(1)
Since 1932

Laboratory Animal Cages by Bussey

Distinctive Equipment to modernize the laboratory

Biological tests can be made much more accurately and conclusively when animals are kept in cages such as these. BUSSEY cages are designed for the very ultimate in cleanliness and ease of servicing, making for a far more sanitary and agreeable laboratory.

There are several types of cages, each for a specific purpose, and one all-purpose model, illustrated above, designed for guinea pigs, hamsters, rat colonies, small rabbits and cats. The illustration below shows our top opening mice and rat cage also made in a front opening model for rats. Also available is a specially built cage for rabbits.

Racks are designed for each type of cage and are constructed so that cages are suspended, with dropping pans as separate units, an exclusive BUSSEY feature. At no time are animals in contact with their excreta, an important factor in controlled experiments.

All cages and racks are of the very finest electric welded construction finished in special high temperature “Silicone” aluminum enamel resistant to strong cleansing and disinfecting solutions, and their beautiful streamlined appearance will add much to any laboratory.

We invite you to write us for literature and prices or if you have a special equipment problem our engineering department will be glad to cooperate with you without cost.

BUSSEY PRODUCTS CO.
6000-89 W. 51st St. • Chicago 38, Ill.
mass demonstration in the auditorium

The projectionist can follow a specimen through a progressive series of ever-closer localizations, from its gross aspect to its ultimate microscopic demonstration under oil-immersion.

The auxiliary Scopicon dark-chamber "round-table" affords superb facility for small-group study. Here the projected image is cast upon a platen within a light-tight chamber, with separate light-excluding viewing hoods for each observer. Any number up to ten may share in conference, which can be conducted in a normally lighted room. A pointer at each port permits any observer to indicate areas of interest to all the others for discussion.

...and for small-group "round-tables" in a normally lighted room

for example in tumor study

The 64,000 lumen intensity of the Scopicon high-pressure mercury lamp permits auditorium demonstration of tissue sections even under oil-immersed microscope objectives. In projected images six feet or more across, every detail of the cellular structure stands out clearly, due to the pinpoint character of the 1 mm. square (approx.) focal spot employed. The Scopicon light is steady and flickerless...its brilliant white color exhibits biological stains to the greatest advantage. May we send you the brochure describing this versatile instrument?
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International Refrigerated Centrifuge

Centrifugation under controlled temperatures at or well below 0°C. offers new possibilities to the biochemist. The cancer program—virus investigations—poliomyelitis research—enzyme research—low temperature solvent fractionation—all have benefited by the use of this new research tool. Countless other applications are waiting the guidance of the research scientist.

The International Portable Refrigerated Centrifuge, Model PR-1, is now equipped with a larger capacity compressor. Centrifuge speeds and capacities remain unchanged, but much lower controlled temperatures are now possible. For example, with six 100 ml. tubes at 5000 r.p.m., temperatures as low as -15°C. can be maintained; with four 250 ml. bottles at 2600 r.p.m., -8°C.; with four 25 ml. tubes at 18,000 r.p.m., -5°C.

Here is a scientifically designed research instrument definitely worth investigating. Write for descriptive Bulletin RC, 1949.
THREE DECADES OF CHEMISTRY

THIRTY-TWO years ago Van Nostrand published the first edition of a book on chemistry, the work of Dr. Wilfred Welday Scott, titled "Standard Methods of Chemical Analysis." The history of this book, now in its fifth edition and universally used in laboratories throughout the world, bears tribute to the selective quality of the Van Nostrand chemistry list, which today offers almost two hundred actively selling books. Threading through this list are such distinguished names as Alexander, Bernthsen, Brewster and Williams, Diehl, Frear, Glasstone, Partington, McAlpine and Soule, Prescott and Johnson, Olsen, Rode bush, Willard, Furman, and Whitmore—men internationally known for their scholarly work in chemistry—men whose names attest the distinction which has marked the Van Nostrand chemistry list for more than three decades.

KLETT ELECTROPHORESIS

CUSTOM MADE

TOOL FOR THE ANALYSIS
OF COMPLEX COLLOID SYSTEMS, AND FOR
THE CONTROL OF PRODUCTION OF
PURIFIED PROTEINS, ENZYMES, HORMONES

KLETT MANUFACTURING CO.
179 EAST 87TH STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Know Your Product

BELL JARS AND MUSEUM JARS
(Bohemian Crystal Brand)
Fabricated of the finest, heavy-walled Bohemian Crystal Glass—
carefully inspected and pre-tested to assure perfect performance.

Many sizes and styles — all attractively priced.

Write today for your descriptive catalogs with sizes and prices.

Propper
Mfg. Co., Inc., L. I. C., N. Y.
The Propper name is your
guarantee of greater value.
GENERAL ELECTRIC people say—

K. H. KINGDON
Assistant Director, Research Laboratory,
In charge, Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory

NEW ELEMENTS: A nuclear reactor may be used for irradiating materials so as to produce either new elements or materials with greatly changed physical properties. . .

One might at first sight think, then, that here is a method for producing a great variety of substances having new properties. This is true, but we must keep very clearly in mind that these altered substances are going to be extremely expensive. For, if the production of these new altered substances involves the absorption of neutrons in the reactor, we have then lost the neutrons as far as the possibility of producing new fissionable material and power from these neutrons is concerned. If a new material of this sort is built up molecule by molecule by the absorption of neutrons, a simple calculation shows that the cost of this new material per pound is really tremendous in terms of the potential electric power which was sacrificed in using the neutrons to make this new material. Such use of the neutrons is obviously justifiable in the case of new fissionable materials like plutonium and uranium-233, but it seems likely at present that the industrial use of such artificially produced or modified substances will be limited sharply by their very high cost.

“General Electric Review”
August, 1948

T. M. LINVILLE
Staff Assistant to Manager of Engineering,
Apparatus Department

SOME NEEDS: A few technical things that industry expects young engineers to do are as follows. The things mentioned are just in the field of electrical apparatus; i.e., in only a small part of the whole industrial field.

¶ Big steam turbines, so far, have a top efficiency of 34%. We are building one for 37%. In the future we must get maybe 45%.
¶ Steam locomotives have a thermal efficiency of 5% to 10%. We want an electric locomotive with gas turbine, burning coal, with an efficiency of 18% or better.
¶ We want stationary gas turbines burning oil or coal with efficiencies higher than 30% and bigger than the 5000-kw unit we are now building.
¶ We want turbo-jet engines for air transportation to drive planes faster than the speed of time—to leave New York at 6 p.m. and arrive at San Francisco at 6 p.m., or even to reverse time and arrive earlier by the clock than we left New York, causing the sun to set in the east en route.
¶ We need heat pumps with motors and control for heating commercial buildings and homes so that buildings will be totally electric.
¶ We need atomic power to help supply increased electric energy from new resources. We need 345-kv transmission with stronger transformers and stronger circuit breakers to transport power from isolated hydroelectric and atomic power plants. We must have more output from turbine and water-driven generating units.
¶ We must have new electric equipment for manufacturing processes to increase production per man-hour of labor. The motors we make must run faster, they must run more automatically, and we must produce them with less man-power.
¶ We must have synthetic materials to make equipment less subject to damage by heat, oil or acid, or mechanical and electrical stress.

If you think men already have enough wealth, just look around and see how much we need better housing and more attractive environment, to name just two of many things. Then reflect that it is the men in industry, big and small, who are responsible for our increasingly higher standard of living.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
Troy, N. Y.
November 18, 1948

You can put your confidence in
GENERAL ELECTRIC
- Sediment from centrifuged specimen of urine. Phase contrast more clearly differentiates between types of epithelium and casts, and shows presence of pus cells and bacteria.

Here's TOP IMAGE CONTRAST with ANY thin transparent specimen

**Top** image contrast with any thin transparent specimen is obtained by means of the ¼ wave length annulus. This is conclusively verified by findings of recognized authorities, plus the theory of diffraction gratings, plus actual interferometer tests. Maintaining this critically precise coating is possible only by B&L high mechanical and optical precision.

Best results are also obtained by positive contrast image (denser substances are seen as darker tones), and balanced intensity of direct and diffracted light beams. This is the result of B&L accurately controlled coating processes. Of course, you want speed, simplicity, and ease of operation. You have it with B&L simplified accessories.

There are just four objectives, a condenser assembly, auxiliary telescope and filter. It takes only a few minutes to put into operation, and is adaptable to most standard microscopes equipped with a substage rack and pinion.

Write for demonstration, and literature to Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 642-D St. Paul St., Rochester 2, N. Y.